ABSTRACT. In this paper the Engel continued fraction (ECF) expansion of any x ~ (0,1) is introduced. Basic and ergodic proper- ties of this expansion are studied. Also the relation between the ECF and F. Ryde's monotonen, nicht-abnehmenden Kettenbruch (MNK) is studied.
Introduction
Over the last 15 years the ergodic properties of several continued fraction expansions have been studied for which the underlying dynamical system is ergodic, but for which no finite invariant measure equivalent to Lebesgue measure exists. Examples of such continued fraction expansions are the 'backward' continued fraction (see ~AF~ ), the 'continued fraction with even partial quotients' (see [S3] ) and the Farey-shift (see [Leh] ). All these (and other) continued fraction expansions are ergodic, and have a a-finite, infinite invariant measure. Since these continued fractions are closely related to the regular continued fraction (RCF) expansion, their ergodic properties follow from those of the RCF by using standard techniques in ergodic theory (see [DK] ).
In this paper we introduce a new continued fraction expansion, which we call-for reasons which will become apparent shortly-the Engel continued fraction (ECF) expansion. We will show that this ECF has an underlying dynamical system which is ergodic, but that no finite invariant measure equivalent to Lebesgue measure exists for the ECF. As the name suggests, the ECF is a generalization of the classical Engel Manuscrit re~u le 27 septembre 2001. Series expansion, which is generated by the map S' : [0, 1) -+ [0, 1), given by I 'B. where [g J is the largest integer not exceeding ~, see also [Si] in 1911 who first studied these series expansions.
The metric properties of the Engel Series expansion have been studied in a series of papers by E. Borel [B] , P. Levy [L] , P. Erd6s, A. R6nyi and P. Sz3sz [ERS] and R6nyi [R] . In [ERS] it is shown that the random variables Xl = logql, Xn = log(qn/qn-i) are 'almost independent' and 'almost identically distributed'. From this first the central limit theorem is derived for log qn, then the strong law of large numbers and finally the law of the iterated logarithm are obtained. The second result has been announced earlier without proof by E. Borel [B] . The first and third results are due to P. Levy [L] . In [R] , R6nyi finds new (and more elegant) proofs to these and other results. Later F. Schweiger [Sl] showed that S is ergodic, and M. Thaler [T] found a whole family of Q-finite, infinite measures for S. Further information on the Engel Series (and the related Sylvester Series) can be found in the books by J. Galambos [G] and Schweiger [S3] .
Clearly one can generalize the Engel Series expansion by changing the time-zero partition, or by 'flipping' the map S on each partition element (thus obtaining an alternating Engel Series expansion, see also [K2K] (V) .
In this paper we study a different variation of the Engel Series expansion. The finite continued fraction in the left-hand side of (5) is denoted by [[0; b1,... , 
bn]].
It is clear that the left-hand side of (5) For the Engel's series R6nyi [R] showed that for almost all x the sequence of digits is monotonically increasing from some moment no(x) on. For the ECF a similar result holds.
Theorem 3.3. For almost all x E (0,1) the sequence of digits is strictly increasing for some n &#x3E; no(x).
Proof. Setting y := Q.
it follows from (17) and (6) 
